
There are many types of music in the world today. Why do we need music? Is 
the traditional music of a country more important and should it be preserved or 
is international music that is heard everywhere nowadays more useful to a 
society?

Music is an inevitable part of humans’ life and it could be classified in various 
genres. Whereas I believe the conventional music style plays a major role in 
keeping various their related cultures alive, I concur that as a result of modern life 
circumstances, multi-national songs could be more contributing in terms of 
conveying moralities.

What listening to music brings about is a form of escapism. It could detach its 
listeners from their routine as well as completely changinge their moods. People 
regardless of age could enjoy the rhythm and the sound of miscellaneous 
instruments individually or with others in a concert; from my own experience, 
listening to Gypsy Kking is always refreshing. What is more, music has always 
been an inseparable part of religious or spiritual ceremonies in that it could raise 
the participants’ passion or stimulate their sense of sympathy both on in joyous 
and gloomy occasions. From another point of view, it is a brilliant opportunity 
that would enable artists to have positive impacts on their fans; namely Pink 
Floyd or Queen who their whose deeply well-written songs lead the respective 
young generation of that time to think more critically. 

That traditional music is often portrayed to be a major factor in keeping languages 
and their related cultures away from extinction especially local ones such as 
regional Persian music like Kurdish folklore. However, I opine that in this 
technologically ever-growing era, the internet brings people closer. People, the 
youth to be exact, throughout the globe have similar taste and prefer to listen to 
the same newly released songs from pop to rap. Therefore, the more meaningful 
these songs, the higher the chance of developing positive attitudes. For instance, 
singers like Jjohn Lennon or Michael Jackson have created songs which not only 
transformed their concerns about the world peace, which are memorized by 



millions of people, they also triggered them to get involved in philanthropic 
activities.

In brief, although the necessity of preserving traditional music of each country is 
undeniable and definitely is a must, the world-wide types of contemporary music 
would be more influential.


